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Nicole and Tom (initials) 
The Idiot (or Inquisition or Infidel or 

Intifada) (initials) 

Performing frenetic 60’s dance with 
lewd abandon 

Amorphous feeling of apprehension, 

menace or dread experienced by the 
nervously ill 
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Across Down 
    

1 Latin prefix signifying not (as in Christian,  1 Tragic US ornithologist, author (Life Plus 99 
 smoker, white etc.)  Years) and thrill-killer (gaoled 1924, released 

4 Exotic inhabitant of vast central Asian region  1958, died Puerto Rico 1971) (initials) 

9 New York crime boss (1897-1962) known as  2 Belongs to (or is in some way associated with)  

 capo di tutti capi (deported to Sicily in 1946)  us (as in … Father, …Town, … Lady of the  

10 Mr. Arafat or Mandate Australia (initials)   Flowers etc.) 

11 The tendency, in a religion, to place above all 3 Initials shared by celebrated authors of  
 else, above, for example, moral behaviour or  disparate texts Manufacturing Consent and  

 good works or faith, ultimately for purposes   Shivers (“I’ve been contemplating suicide”) 

 of collective control, the minute observance 4 Violent, out of control, mentally ill person 
 of an elaborate body of ritual law, regarded, 5 Famous Japanese American conceptual artist 

 however arbitrary or absurd, as divinely 6 Poetic name for the dangerous, unoccupied  

 revealed and immutable  zone in trench warfare between opposing 
12 Famous 20th Century literary character who  military encampments (2-4-4) 

 turned (inexplicably) into a large insect 7 Bleak industrial city in central Russia (at 

13 Francis Bacon image (initials)  confluence of Irtysh and Om rivers) known 
14 Kafka book or Kelly Bundy (initials)  for oil and gulags 

15 Initials shared by marvelous English actors 8 Criticizing, scolding or rebuking severely 

 known for roles of mad ventriloquist (Dead  13 Ornate Germanic script used for tattoos and 
 of Night), brilliant, absent-minded scientist  heavy metal album covers 

 (The Dambusters), Saint Peter (The Robe)  15 Car with cool stripe 

 and debonair alien visitor Klaatu (The Day  17 Steal, apprehend for wrong-doing, kidnap 
 The Earth Stood Still) 18 Anti-terror alliance (initials) 

16 Lovely European name (for girls) (Karenina,  19 Canadian town with unusual, amusing name 

 Pavlova, Fältskog, Freud, Kournikova etc.) 21 Sinister American “human potential” cult 
19 Lovely feathery scarf  devised by L. Ron Hubbard disciple Werner 

20 Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaisya, Sudra  Erhard (Rosenberg) utilizing thought control  
22 The ancient Egyptian symbol consisting of a   through isolation and deprivation to instill 

 long cross with a loop on top symbolizing   philosophy of pitiless self interest 

 eternal life 27 General Eisenhower or Greg Evans (initials) 

23 Blow up (with dynamite); a sudden, violent  28 George Bush or Greg Brady (initials) 

 gust of wind or loud noise (like a trumpet) or  29 Israeli occupation (initials) 

 torrent of verbal abuse; shoot with a gun or  30 German infantry (initials) 
 artillery; blight, wither (as in “…ed heath”)   

 

 
 


